
Results of 1957 Regional Archery
Tournaments to decide Canadian

Champions

Tournaments held on weekends of
August 24th and August 31st

Once again the C.A.A. Executive wishes to thank all Provincial Archeiy
Associations who, by their wholehearted support, made the Regional Tourn
aments a success. Over 250 Archers competed - one hundred more than last
year,^ It certainly is encouraging to know that even though some Provincial
Associations prior to the Tournaments did not see eye-to-^e with the C.A.A,
Executive on the tournament program, yet supported the Tournament to the
best of their ability. In two Provinces the Provincial Constitution called
for Rounds that were not not on the program in order to decide their Prov-
inci^ champions. This made it difficult to combine the Canadian and the
Provincial events, Never-the-less more archers than ever before shot in a
Canadian Championship, The best attended tournament was the Ontario Region
al Field Tournament at the Forest City Archers' Range, London, Ontario,
where in the neighborhood of 120 archers competed and re-wrote the record
book as far as the instinctive field records were concerned.

The instigation of classifications made it possible for many more archers
to win awards. For the records it should be stated here that those
Archers who shot four mail match scores were classified into the follow
ing groups: Target; F,S, and Instinctive Men - Expert Bowman, Archer and
Yeoman, F,S, Women and Juniors - Bowman and Yeoman, Field: F.S. and '
and Instinctive Men - Expert Bowman, Archer and Yeoman, F.S. and
Instinctive Women - Bowman and Yeoman. The results of the outdoor mail
matches certainly indicated the outcome of the Canadian Championships as
almost every top archer in the mail matches duplicated his or her feat in
the Regional Tournaments.

A tie developed in the Women's 120 Yard Clout between Anne Germaniuk of
Edmonton and Mildred Dallman of Winnipeg, However, Mildred had more of
the higher value arrows than Anne and therefore heads the list in the
Clout,

It is pointed out that because of the classifications, some Archers who
shot in the Yeoman class had scores high up in the Bowman Class, e.g,
Mar;). Saunders of Haney, who topped the Yeoman Class in the Free Style
Field, was actually second to Betty McKeown for the Canadian Champion
ships, and Marion Stewart, who competed in the Yeoman Class, Instinctive
Field, was second to Iris Carter for Canada,

Although the Financial Statement may not appear too rosy, it must be
understood that Regional Tournaments are an expensive method of determ
ining Canadian Chair^^ionships - but well worth the expense if the Archers
are interested.

A great deal of worthwhile information has been gathered from the reports
of the meetings held at the various tournaments and these will be mimeo
graphed and sets supplied to each Director and Provincial Association.

Be seeing you in Winnipeg in 19581

.•»

T.R, Dicks on

Secretary-Treasurer


























